MATERIALS HANDLING
KNOW-HOW
Combining 40 years of valuable experience with a forward looking approach to our industry.

NITCO is the leading provider of materials handling and storage systems in the New England region. We have become expert in the integration of world class products within the warehouse environment. Being a privately held, locally owned enterprise, with no single manufacturer’s influence enables us to deliver uncompromised solutions to your needs.

MOVING FORWARD TO STAY AHEAD
ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS:

PICK MODULES

CARTON FLOW RACK

CONVEYOR SYSTEMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

ERGONOMIC SYSTEMS

INPLANT SAFETY
SPACE UTILIZATION

FORK LIFT AISLES

Landoll (Drexel) 66” Aisle

Hyster (Turret) 78” Aisle

Combi (C6000) 108” Aisle

Mariotti (Mycros) 108” Aisle

Yal
AISLE CHART

Landoll (Bendi)  
84" Aisle

Yale (Reach Truck)  
108" Aisle

Yale (3 Wheel Sit Down)  
120" Aisle

Yale (4 Wheel Sit Down)  
144" Aisle

MOVING FORWARD TO STAY AHEAD
WALKIE PALLET TRUCK

WALKIE REACH STACKER

END CONTROL RIDER PALLET TRUCK

LARGE CHASSIS WALKIE PALLET TRUCK

CENTER CONTROLLED RIDER PALLET TRUCK

SIT DOWN THREE WHEEL LIFT TRUCK

SIT DOWN FOUR WHEEL LIFT TRUCK

WALKIE STACKER

SIT DOWN FOUR WHEEL LIFT TRUCK

SIT DOWN FOUR WAY LIFT TRUCK

SIT DOWN FOUR WHEEL LIFT TRUCK (INDOOR/OUTDOOR)
Take your fleet operation to the next level with wireless asset management from NITCO. We have partnered with the industry leaders in wireless fleet management, Hyster-Yale.

- See your total cost of ownership in a whole new light
- Increased productivity starts by knowing what your trucks are doing
- Manage your total cost of operation
- Ensure maximum productivity from your lift truck investment
- Help promote operator performance and ensure checklist completion
- Monitor operator behavior and promote safety
- Fully customizable reports for all key performance indicators (KPI)